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“The church, if it could do it by itself, would...but the
government has custody of the children. And so, it’s
that collaborative process that’s going to make a
difference in the lives of children and families.”
Dr. Sharen Ford
Focus on the Family and former Permanency
Manager for the State of Colorado

Intro
How can compassionate people in both the church and
government effectively aid and support vulnerable children
and their families? Working together is the clear answer, but
how can we work together well?

Is it even possible?
If you were to ask the churches of Washington, D.C., Arkansas,
Arizona, South Carolina, Colorado and Montana they would
say that such partnerships are not only possible...they are
powerful. For the church to bring light and hope to the foster
care system, it is essential that it creates relationships with
those who are knowledgeable and passionate about child
welfare. The following stories are only a few examples in
which the body of Christ is choosing to actively partner with
government on behalf of children in foster care. This is how the
love of Christ can bring about healing and transformation in a
hurting world. This is what movement looks like.
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DC127
In 2012, a small church group in Washington, D.C. came together to pray
for children in foster care. They wanted to care for vulnerable children and
their families, but they understood that could only take place if they sought
out those in government who would be willing to partner with the church.
The members of the newly formed DC127 decided to reach out to the local
Child and Family Services Agency (CFSA) to ask how they could become
involved. From their first meeting, CFSA demonstrated an openness towards
working with the church. Once DC127 demonstrated faithfulness in moving
churches in the area toward action, CFSA approached them with the need
for a Safe Families for Children site in the city.
Safe Families for Children supports families in crisis by providing volunteer host
homes to temporarily care for children in a safe and nurturing environment
before children have to enter foster care. With the aid and financial support
of CFSA, DC127 jumpstarted Safe Families for Children in Washington D.C.
Jessica Smith, a member of the DC127 team, says, “In the beginning, and
even now, we’ve always approached our partnership with CFSA with
humility. We don’t act like we know everything and always try to learn
more about what we can do to help the system they’ve created run more
smoothly. I think this has been critical in maintaining a positive relationship.”
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The CALL: Arkansas
In 2007, a group of passionate Christians in Pulaski County (Little Rock),
Arkansas joined together to pray for the foster care system in their state.
Within months they saw significant and specific answers to their prayers.
They then were able to coordinate a one-day meeting that brought
together multiple churches, the Director of the Division of Child and Family
Services, foster and adoptive families, caseworkers, CASA volunteers,
attorneys from the Office of Chief Counsel for Department of Human
Services and others. Those representing the state were accustomed to
the routine at these community meetings: They show up and community
members talk about how much the department is failing the kids. However
what they heard at this meeting was completely different.
A pastor from one of the key coordinating churches got up in front of a
full room, looked at those sitting up front from the state office and asked
them for their forgiveness. He acknowledged that the churches in the
room had been absent for decades and that they were there that day to
seek forgiveness, listen, and ask what they could do to help. After that,
people from all backgrounds and varied experiences at each table rolled
up their sleeves and started talking together about what could be done for
Arkansas’ kids.
The establishment of these partnerships would eventually lead to the
formation of The CALL: Children of Arkansas Loved for a Lifetime. The CALL
raises awareness about foster care needs and helps train and support
church families to foster and adopt. Since it first began, The CALL has
helped recruit 758 families: 585 foster families and 173 adoptive families.
Currently, around 250 families are undergoing the foster certification
process with the help of The CALL. In fact, over half of the certified foster
families in the state of the Arkansas were recruited and trained by The
CALL. Lauri Currier, Executive Director, says that it is, “...important for the
government agency to view the relationship with foster care ministries as a
collaborative partnership, with multi-channel communication and a mutual
commitment to working together for the good of children in care.” It is
through collaboration, dedication, and prayer that The CALL has helped
turn the tides in the Arkansas foster care system.
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Arizona 1.27
When the members of several Arizona churches asked the state to spell out
the greatest needs in the foster care system, they received a very simple
answer:
Homes.
At that time, the state was experiencing a severe decline in adoptions and
the situation was being called a “crisis.” Over the past four years those same
churches, which have now become partners in Arizona 1.27, have made
it their mission to recruit, train, and support church families as they open up
their homes to vulnerable children.
From its inception, Arizona 1.27 has worked towards establishing a positive
relationship with the state. They have made consistent efforts to work
closely with the governor’s office, the head of child welfare, and the
Department of Child Safety. Although these relationships have been
beneficial and important pieces in the ministry of Arizona 1.27, maintaining
them has involved a great deal of time and dedication. Arizona’s various
government administrations over the past few years have brought about
a number of changes in foster care, which in turn has prompted the need
for the church to adapt and remain constantly engaged in current events.
Danielle Bannister, Team Leader of Arizona 1.27 says, “For us directly, we
are constantly establishing and re-establishing our relationship with different
players. We have found that proactively asking for meetings, inviting them
to events, etc., has helped tremendously.” It is this persistent and diligent
mindset that has, in part, allowed them to make a significant impact on
the foster care system. Since it was first started, Arizona 1.27 has been able
to bring 2,400 people through an Arizona 1.27 orientation, lead more than
500 through a faith training course, and witness hundreds of church families
follow the biblical call to care for hurting children by becoming foster and
adoptive families. The church in Arizona is stepping up to fulfill one of the
state’s greatest needs: it is providing nurturing, safe, godly homes.
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A Home For Me:
South Carolina
In South Carolina there are currently more than 3,000 children in the foster
care system, 3,000 children who are in need of safe and loving homes. The
founders of A Home for Me envisioned the church as a safe haven for foster
children, a place where they can experience the love and healing power
of Jesus Christ. It became their mission to involve Christian families in foster
care while training them to care for vulnerable children. When A Home for
Me first began, its leaders knew that reaching out to the government would
be an essential factor in accomplishing this mission. Right from the beginning,
the government was open to the church’s involvement in foster care. The
Department of Social Services actually contacted A Home for Me to ask
them for help and seemed genuinely surprised that the church would be
willing to partner with the state.
Today, A Home for Me works on behalf of foster children in a number of
ways. They raise awareness in communities, recruit christian foster and
adoptive families, provide mentoring and support for foster children who
age out of the system, support child welfare professional and they continue
to build connections between the churches of South Carolina to create
change within the foster care system. Through prayer, they are beginning
to see the foster movement strengthening in South Carolina and are seeing
churches that are learning how to lovingly interact with one another and
the government. Rhonda Littleton, of A Home For Me, advises churches,
“Approach your state leaders with humility. Listen to their needs and concerns
and offer love, support and prayer. Do not grow weary! Celebrate EVERY
win, no matter how large or small.”
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Project 1.27: Colorado
“A family waiting for every child.”
This is what the Colorado Community Church envisioned in 2004 when
they felt that God was calling them to care for vulnerable children in their
state. In the beginning, the primary focus of Project 1.27 was to inspire
church families to care for the more than eight hundred Colorado children
who were waiting to be adopted. The Lieutenant Governor at that time
was organizing an advocacy task force for waiting children. Project 1.27
decided to step in to see how they could help. From that point on, they
began working closing with the then Permanency Manager of Colorado,
Dr. Sharen Ford. Through this positive relationship with the government,
Project 1.27 became more adept at navigating the foster care system and
creating programs that would help meet emerging needs. They came
to understand the importance of listening, learning, and building trusting
relationships with government leaders.
To churches who are looking become involved in foster care, Shelly Radic,
president of Project 1.27 advises, “...follow through with excellence. If you
promise something, you have to deliver and do it well. If you can’t, let
them know why. Don’t just disappear.” Over the course of twelve years,
Project 1.27 has demonstrated what it means for the church to be deeply
committed and consistent in orphan-care ministry. Today they provide
faith-based training for foster and adoptive families, case manager support,
and guidance for churches who are looking to start their own ministry for
the children in their state. Project 1.27 continues to show what movement
can look like in the foster care system, and they are not disappearing any
time soon.
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Child Bridge: Montana
“Crisis” is a word often used today in reference to foster care. Throughout
the United States, there far are more children being placed in foster care
than there are families who are willing to open their homes to them. When
Mary Bryan first saw the staggering foster care statistics in her home state
of Montana, she knew that the best response to such a crisis had to be the
church. But how could the church become involved? Where could they
start. To answer these questions, the members of Child Bridge approached
their county’s Child and Family Services Office (CFS) and met with Family
Resource Specialists. They laid out a clear plan for their intentions as an
organization: they wanted to recruit and support foster and adoptive families
in Montana churches. From the beginning, they ensured CFS that their work
would be of the highest standard. Consistency and dependability have
been essential for Child Bridge in maintaining open lines of communication
with the government.
Because government is constantly changing, so is Child Bridge’s relationship
with it. There have been times when government agencies haven’t been
readily willing to work with the church, perhaps not fully understanding
how the church could he helpful. Child Bridge, however, has attempted
to overcome these barriers by remaining humble and supportive of child
welfare professionals. Mary Bryan states that it important for the church to,
“Tread softly. Work with humility. Encourage the state. Under-promise and
over-deliver. Do everything you say you will do. Whatever you’re offering...
ensure that it is very high quality…the workers, kids and families deserve
nothing less than your best.” Today, Child Bridge seeks to embrace, equip,
and empower churches and families to care for the many children in
Montana’s foster care system. They are confronting the foster care crisis with
God’s love and compassion.
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To learn more about how churches in your community can partner
with government and others to provide “more than enough” for
kids and families in foster care where you live, visit:

CAFO.org/FosterMovement
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